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ABSTRACT
A MULTI-FACTOR MODEL FOR EVALUATING MANUFACTURING
DEFECT OPPORTUNITIES IN SIX SIGMA ANALYSIS
by
Karthikeyan Sundaram
Six Sigma Quality Analysis provides a structured method for manufacturing quality
problems and defect opportunities to be defined, measured, analyzed, improved, and
controlled. The technique is now being widely used in both the manufacturing and
service industries to evaluate the classical "defects per million" metric. An underlying
assumption of classical Six Sigma Analysis is that all defects contribute equally to the
derivation of the defect rate. In the thesis, it is proposed that this assumption skews and
often distorts the derived defect rate. Using classical Six Sigma the user is able to list a
large number of often border-line defect opportunities and hence inflate their six sigma
capability. Here, a new multi-factor model is developed for calculating the Defect Per
Million Opportunities (DPMO). The proposed DPMO equation undergoes a rationalized
transition from the normal formulation based on the following factors: (i) defect severity,
(ii) occurrence frequency, (iii) detection ease, (iv) correction time, and (v) cost impact.
This new equation accounts for all possible differentiating characterizations between
possible defects. In effect we get a scaled down number of defect opportunities which
eliminates the six sigma inflation problem. For each factor, a Six Sigma Opportunity
rating scale is presented in the 0-1 range. An MS-Excel implementation of the proposed
multi-factor scheme is presented along with a case-study example.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Six Sigma is a very popular tool in many companies because of its efficiency in
identifying and reducing the number of defects. Six Sigma was initially developed by
Motorola and was then adopted by many companies in both the manufacturing and
service sectors. While the concept of Six Sigma is based primarily on statistical analysis,
the input data and follow-up defect elimination activity are more akin to traditional
quality control. Clearly, achieving a defect rate of 3.4 defects per million is not a trivial
task. We find that in many cases, the inability to accurately classify the defect
opportunity could lead to wrong predictions of Six Sigma capability. This is addressed in
this thesis.
1.1 Introduction to Six Sigma
Sigma is a statistical measure that reflects process capability. The sigma scale of measure
is perfectly correlated to such characteristics as defects-per-unit, parts per million
defective (PPM), and a probability of a failure/error. The sigma value indicates how often
defects are likely to occur. The higher the sigma, the less likely it is for a process to
produce defects. As sigma increases, costs go down, cycle time goes down, and customer
satisfaction goes up. The Figure 1.1 shows the normal distribution curve for six sigma
and also the various levels of sigma attained at different parts per million defects. As the




1.2 Six Sigma Quality
The objective of Six Sigma Quality is to reduce process output variation so that on a long
term the customer's aggregate product experience results in no more than 3.4 defective
parts per million (PPM). For a process with only one specification limit (Upper or
Lower), this results in six process standard deviations between the mean of the process
and the customer's specification limit (hence, Six Sigma).
Many processes are prone to being influenced by special and/or assignable causes
that impact the overall performance of the process relative to the customer's specification.
That is, the overall performance of a process, as the customer views it, might be 3.4 PPM
(corresponding to Long Term performance of 4.5 sigma). However, any process could
indeed be capable of producing a near perfect output (Short Term capability — also known
3
as process entitlement — of Six Sigma). The difference between the "best" a process can
be, measured by Short Term process capability, and the customer's aggregate experience
(Long Term capability) is known as Shift or "Sigma Shift". The figure 1.2 shows the
"typical" shift from the target.
Figure 1.2 Six Sigma Shift.
For a "typical" process, the value of the shift is 1.5; therefore, when one hears
about "6s" inherent in that statement is that the short term capability of the process is 6,
and the long term capability is 4.5 with an assumed shift of 1.5.
1.3 Six Sigma Concept
Any process which analyzes the defect for a product will have two deliverables, namely,
input and output. The traditional concept will mainly look into making the output better
and achieve standard results. But the concept of Six Sigma perceives the analysis using a
unique methodology. The concept of Six Sigma manages the input and then responds to
the outputs. Hence both the deliverables are considered and analyzed which makes it a
4
better technology than the traditional and existing methods. The Figure 1.3 shows the
deliverables and also shows the insight of the concept.
1.4 Defect Opportunities
The defect opportunities play a vital role in the calculation of the sigma level. The main
focus should be on the number of opportunities which are a part of the Defect Per Million
Opportunities (DEMO) calculation, which finally leads to the sigma level. There are
various opportunities in various departments during various stages of the development
process. All the opportunities must be summed together to arrive at coherent scaled
opportunities from which the inflation factor can be analyzed and solved. Figure 1.4
shows the various opportunities that can arise in any area. For example, if a product is
shipped to the storing locations, then shipping forms one opportunity per packaging unit.
5
Hence minute details must be listed while considering the opportunities, and all the
opportunities are summed up to get the scaled opportunities.
Figure 1.4 Different Types of Opportunities.
The main idea behind a successful Six Sigma formulation is to define the
opportunity and the defect for any process and thereby use the rationalized formulation
using a multi-factor scheme developed exclusively for the process to achieve the final
sigma level.
1.5 Rationalization of the Formulation
The rationalization is done to the DEMO formula (DEMO = Defect per unit / No. of
opportunities) in which the denominator undergoes a change. For converting this
calculation of DEMO into a more reasonable argument, a different methodology has been
adopted in this research. The DEMO calculation undergoes a rationalized transformation
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wherein the defects are characterized and then the final sigma level is obtained with a
scaled down factor for each opportunity under consideration. The inflation problem is
analyzed with the opportunity inflation factor and an analysis is conducted to understand
their behavior. The denominator in the DEMO formula is introduced with two decision
variables and thus the number of opportunities is modified to bring meaning to the
analysis. This has been analyzed and implemented in this research on the six sigma
formulation with a case study.
1.6 Research Approach
The opportunities calculation and analysis has not received much attention in the six
sigma literature. Almost all processes have employed some assumptions for the defect
analysis using probability and assumptions based on experience. There has not been any
methodology for the opportunities calculation in the Six Sigma field. The number of
opportunities in the formulation needs attention for the following reasons:
• There must be a sufficient methodology to find out how the defects are accounted
• There must be a sufficient formulation by which the opportunities can be
understood.
• There must be a clear picture of the defect analysis so that the defect does not go
unnoticed.
The most important considerations for the opportunities calculation are:
• Selection of the factors which account for the defect of the products.
• Proper scale or point ratings for the factors.
• Influence of the factors on the process.
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1.7 Research Objective
The objective of the research is to develop a rationalized sigma scale for the defect
calculation by taking the opportunities as a consideration and thereby giving a meaning to
the six sigma DEMO calculation. This is very important because there must be a proper
method for analyzing the defects, otherwise the entire method remains meaningless.
Hence the opportunities are characterized into five factors and each factor is assigned a
scale between 1 and 10. Each factor is assigned 20% and multiplied with the ratings.
Finally all the ratings are added and then divided by 10 so that a scale between 0 and 1 is
obtained, with 1 being severe and those tending to 0 being inconsequential. Using
classical Six Sigma the user is able to list a large number of often borderline defect
opportunities and hence inflate their six sigma capability. Here a new multi-factor model
is designed for calculating the Defect Per Million Opportunities (DEMO). This model is
done using MS Excel and then various trials are performed where different factors take
center-stage and the-final scale deviations are noted. Finally, the rationalized multi-factor
scheme is implemented to ; find the DEMO using the rationalized formula developed for
the formulation and the sigma scale is attained. The entire analysis is then made flexible
using the help of the Excel macros so that the process becomes easy for inputs and trials.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Six Sigma is arguably a better strategy which aims at improvement by the
implementation of various methodologies and tools. There has been a major impact in the
field of manufacturing, research and development, and even in the IT industry because of
Six Sigma. It has reached the pinnacle of success in many facets of various fields where
achieving quality is the major concern. With the concept of defect-free manufacturing,
Six Sigma has really tasted the fruit of success. However there are still many criticisms
revolving around the methodology and few of them have been cleared. One among them
is the number of opportunities consideration in the defect per million opportunities
(DEMOB) calculation. A USA today article presented different opinions about the value of
six sigma in "Firms Air for Six Sigma Efficiency" (Jones, 1998) stating the opinion that
Six Sigma is "malarkey", while Larry Bossily, CEO of AlliedSignal, counters" "The fact
is, there is more reality with the concept than anything that has come down in a long time
in business. The more you get involved with it, the more you are convinced." Hence there
is no concept without criticism and hence improvements can be obtained by continuous
analysis and corrections.
Several prominent researchers have expressed their views on Six Sigma. Lucas
(2002) has described Six-Sigma as a statistical business system and a functional
methodology for disciplined quality improvement that achieves successful outcomes.
Eearson (2001) has described Six-Sigma as a program that combines the most effective
statistical and non-statistical methods to make overall business improvements. Triechler
et al. (2002) have concluded that Six-Sigma is a highly disciplined process that helps
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organizations to focus on developing and delivering near-perfect products and services. It
is also, in their view, a change-acceleration process that focuses on pursuing success and
the rapid adoption of change. Slater (2001) has stated that the Six-Sigma approach
provides a very specific control program with control techniques that ensure continuation
of improved processes. The General Electric (GE), CEO remarked that Six Sigma is "the
most challenging and potentially rewarding initiative that has ever been undertaken by
GE."
Breyfogle III et al., (2001) have stated that Six-Sigma is more than a simple
repacking of the best from other TQM programs. Pande, Neuman and Cavanach, (2000)
had already taken a similar approach when they provided a review of some of the major
TQM gaffes, and then compared QM and. GE-6σ in the light of these problems with a
view to showing how a successful implementation of Six-Sigma can overcome these
failures. They have also commented that Six-Sigma is a comprehensive and flexible
system for achieving, sustaining, and maximizing business success. It is driven by close
understanding of customers' needs and disciplined use of facts, data, and statistical
analysis.
To find a consensus between QM and Six Sigma (GE), Ching- Chow Lang
(2004) made a comparison of TQM and Six Sigma. For this, he did a extensive research
on the papers of other authors, integrated the research into 12 dimensions, and then
compared them individually. He commented on each dimension to show how they co-
relate QM and Six Sigma. He developed a model showing the relationship and
concluded that TQM and Six Sigma have several common aspects and integration of both
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will be a new trend which should receive favorable response from practitioners and
academics.
James Μ. Lucas (ASQ 2002) explained that the relationship between the Sigma
Level (SL) and the Defects Per Million Opportunities (DPMO) is calculated using the
cumulative distribution function [f(z)] of the normal distribution where f(z) is the
probability of observing a value less than z. The table showing the relationship between
SL and DEMOB is shown in Appendix A. The calculations show the SL ranging from 0 to
7 in steps of 0.25 in the first column. The second and the third columns calculate f
(SL+1.5) and f (1.5-SL) where 1.5 accounts for the process shift. The fourth column
gives the probability of an observation that is not a defect. The values in this column are
simply the difference between the second and third column and the column is called
"probability good". The fifth column gives the probability of a defect as Ι -(probability
good). The last column converts the probability of a defect to DPMO by multiplying by
1,000,000. The six sigma is achieved when the sigma level of 6 has 3.4 defects per
million opportunities. The calculations were done using Excel functions.
Anthony P. Waller (WITNESS product manager) has thrown some light on the
six sigma project modeling which is carried out by means of WITNESS simulation and
analysis software. The major idea behind the paper was to calculate the sigma ratings for
the processes and the exporting of key statistics to MINICAB for further analysis. The
WITNESS optimizer six sigma algorithm is also formed. The software helps in various
phases of a project by providing detailed statistics on the effect of any proposed change
in terms of throughput, utilizations, delays, service levels and much more. It allows for
easy use of data from databases and Microsoft Excel. It also calculates the scrap and
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rework rates, and can capture all defect information during a simulation run and
automatically translate them into process sigma rating for each part or entity in the
model. But nothing has been said about the opportunities in the calculation of the sigma
ratings. The WITNESS software is powerful and many of the black belts use it as their
tool for six sigma as it has various box plots and histograms and simulation runs which
can give an idea of the production level and also about the process variation. Figure 2.1
shows the WITNESS Six Sigma model screen with sigma ratings.
Figure 2.1 WITNESS model with results screen showing sigma rating.
Various graphs were also plotted with the results and the evaluations and one of the many
graphs that were obtained by the WITNESS optimizer is shown in Figure 2.2.
Narahari, Viswanadham, Bhattacharya (2000) have developed a synchronized
supply chain using the six sigma tolerating approach. They have clearly brought out the
notion of process capabilities and the meaning of six sigma performance with a real life
example from the plastics industry. They designed experiments using the nominal and
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variance pool for the lead times and thereby have achieved six sigma performance. They
believe that this paper is an important contribution towards applying statistical
Figure 2.2 One of the many graphs and reports from WITNESS optimizer.
tolerating techniques and best practices to design supply chain networks with high
levels of delivery performance.
David L. Hallowell addressed in his article that a roadmap can be created between
the DMAIC (Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve, and Control) methodology and DFSS
(Design For Six Sigma) methodology. DMAIC always outstared DFSS because the
former points at the problem root causes while the latter is more like improvement works.
But at various stages of the project, the team finds it difficult to locate whether the
process is to be treated with DMAIC or DFSS. To avoid such complications, the author
developed a table so that one can find out at any point during the project as to where
he/she is in the DMAIC-DFSS continuum. He developed a "The Eroject Translation"
column which shows where the transition takes place and where the project needs
attention. The author concluded that while considering a "branched" and a "parallel"
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approach to integrating DMAIC and DFSS, one must be armed with as much insight at
possible before deciding what is best in their particular environment. Thus there had been
a distinction between the two methodologies and this roadmap will definitely help the
project teams to follow the right path in their analysis.
Gary A. Back brought in a new interest to the six sigma field by incorporating a
relationship with Eroject Management Body of Knowledge (PMBoK). He explained that
there are many shades of similarities between the two disciplines. Both seek to reduce
failures, prevent defects, control costs and schedules, and manage risk. Project
Management professionals mostly achieve the same goals by encouraging sound
practices in a project-by-project basis, or by critical path method, or perform periodic
project reviews. Figure 2.3 shows the process groups and knowledge areas.
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Six Sigma is more focused towards the solution of a problem at its root cause and
prevention of recurrence, as opposed to attempting to control potential causes of failure
on a project-by-project basis. Six Sigma's set of tools are more broadly applicable, than
those commonly applied within the discipline of professional project management.
Recognizing that project management is itself a process, Six Sigma is potentially
applicable to its improvement. Hence the author suggested a Six Sigma PMBoK Process
by Process methodology which had four processes and some sub processes. Thus he
created a bond between the two disciplines and concluded that Six Sigma complements
and extends professional project management, but does not replace it. He also concluded
that both disciplines make important contributions to successful business outcomes.
Alastair Horn (2003) illustrated a Business Improvement System comprising of
five components by combining Balanced Scorecard elements with Six Sigma thereby
linking Performance Management with Process Excellence. The Voice Of the Customer
(DOC) was the center of the system and revolving around it were the other four key
factors, namely Performance Management, Process Excellence, Project Selection and
Project Execution. He considered the Voice of the Customer as the major criterion as an
organization losing its stakeholders can never flourish. He introduced DOC upon which
the Critical To Quality (CTQ) in six sigma can fit. Process Excellence is created by
combining the Balanced Scorecard with Six Sigma approaches which breaks DOC, and
hence measure objectives against targets and focuses attention on variation of metrics
against targets. Performance Management monitors whether the business is on track to
delivers the required outcomes and identifies any areas requiring intervention. Project
Selection and Project Execution mainly listens to the DOC and then focuses attention on
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variations thus making the best use of the Balanced Scorecard and Six Sigma approaches.
The author expresses very clearly that by combining both these approaches, an
organization can deliver breakthrough business performance.
Professor Martin Christopher and Christine Rutherford (2004) aimed at creating a
resilient supply chain by employing Agile Six Sigma. Because of the growth in the
supply chain complexity, the authors wanted to make a system which takes care of the
supply chain effectively and then they came up with the idea of making the supply chain
leaner. They characterized supply chain into two types- robust and resilient supply chain.
They developed the shifting, stabilizing and re-synchronizing of the process, and there
came face to face with the six sigma philosophies and measures. The aim was to reach
the quality measures of six sigma, and hence they implemented the DMAIC methodology
to reach the quality aspect for the supply chain. The lean supply chain came into
existence when they wanted a sufficient way to take care of waste elimination and this
triggered the agile way of thinking. They developed an "Agile Six Sigma Route" by
which they felt they could build a resilient supply chain of robust six sigma processes
with spare process capacity where it is needed, mostly along the critical path. Thus they
concluded that through an Agile Six Sigma approach, supply chains can reduce internal
sources of risk whilst improving supply chain efficiency and effectiveness.
Andreas Vlahinos and Subhash Kelkar (2002) designed a robust optimization
using CAE (Computer Aided Engineering) for Six Sigma quality. They designed a
Reliability Based Design Optimization (REDO) which not only provides improved
designs but also a confidence range for simulation-based optimum designs. In this
research effort, a six sigma robust design formulation was made along with an example
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that demonstrates the advantage of a robust versus a deterministic approach. They
developed a technique to perform probabilistic analysis, reliability based optimization
and robust optimization. The robust design optimization approach not only shifts the
performance mean to the target value but also reduces a product's performance
variability, achieving the desired sigma level robustness on the key product performance
characteristics with respect to the quantified variation. The example presented
demonstrates the advantage of using an automated probabilistic design process that
enables engineers to identify better designs that meet the performance objectives and are
less sensitive to manufacturing variations. For a given sigma quality level, that is six
sigma, the mean and standard deviation values can be determined using the design
process developed by the authors. Hence by employing CAE, they were able to design a
six sigma quality with robust optimization.
Michael Sullivan (2004) brought together the two seemingly independent
initiatives that are capturing the attention of corporate managers, namely RAID and Six
Sigma for the UPS consulting service. The paper illustrated how these two initiatives can
be complementary, especially for process improvements. The intersection of six sigma
and RAID offers companies the ability to balance demand with supply of process-centric
information. Both of these change programs provide an abundance of data, but the data
may neither be sufficiently qualitative nor quantitative. The author throws light on the
inconsistencies and insufficiency in the M component of DMAIC methodology. With
some limitations, RAID may be the means to acquiring more comprehensive, accurate,
and time-sensitive data particularly when the characteristics to be measured include
location changes, duration, temperature etc. By combining radio frequency tags, readers,
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information networks, RABID can automatically capture and manage data for process
automation, asset tracking, and error prevention, identify assurance and a host of other
applications. Because RFID offers the potential to collect and store data without human
intervention, the technology can provide a relatively low-cost solution when spread over
a large number of units. RFID can also provide insights that can identify issues early in
their lifecycle and supplement the "M" component of the six sigma process. The author
also takes two case examples for better understanding of the analysis. The author
concludes that investment in Six Sigma is typically justified or driven by a distinct
customer benefit or internal cost savings. It is often internally driven. On the other hand,
RABID is being externally driven by customer mandates. Companies should consider both
of these process changes as opportunities to enhance their business practices, source
internal benefits, improve operations and recognize new cost savings.
Lawrence I. Goldman and Hilary Emmett (2003) developed an easy-to-use
Microsoft Excel add-on software, to demonstrate how stochastic simulation and
optimization can be used in a six sigma analysis of a technical support call center. In an
increasingly competitive market, they felt that concepts like six sigma must be helped by
Monte-Carlo simulation to understand the variation inherent in a process or product, and
in turn, can be used to identify and test potential improvements. They developed a tutorial
called Crystal Ball Professional Edition for this purpose. Monte Carlo Simulation, a tool
for understanding the process variations, has a critical role in the Define, Analyze, and
Improve phases of six sigma and this underlying connection is the variability inherent in
all business processes. Crystal Ball Professional Edition is a general desktop software
suite that features spreadsheet-based analysis tools for Monte Carlo Simulation (Crystal
18
Ball), time-series forecasting and optimization. It also includes interfaces and processes
using Visual Basic for Applications (ABA). Firstly a call center spreadsheet model is
developed and the phases of six sigma are analyzed. Figure 2.4 shows the model that was
developed for the technical call center project to improve performance.
Figure 2.4 Six Sigma Model for the Technical Call Center.
Thus the authors concluded that simulation and optimization have a crucial role to
play in the multiple phases of six sigma analysis project and the six sigma analysts can
better quantify the effects of variability and can implement process improvements with
greater insight and confidence. Figure 2.5 shows the performance graph for the
requirement feasibility.
Martin J. Miller, David M. Ferrin and Jill M. Szymanski (2003) developed
simulated six sigma improvement ideas for a hospital emergency department. They
utilized simulation to aid the project leaders in advancing to the next level of
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sophistication with six sigma. The project produced an ongoing, workable model to
simulate potential process improvements in their Emergency Departments (ED).
The project approach focused on the simulation approach which had five major
phases, namely developing, programming, testing, experimentation and presentation. For
developing the codes, they implemented a simulation software (Extend) with which they
developed the hospital layouts and obtained the queues associated with them. Each f the
deliverables was instrumental in bringing a complete solution to the client. The process
model provided an end-to-end view of the ED and the team members were able to
visualize how their piece of the process impacts the overall customer experience. The
simulation provided a quantitative comparison of process improvement. The authors
concluded that modeling and simulation enabled the client to better understand the patient
experience, process performances and staffing interrelationships for their proposed
emergency departments. The team brought out clarity to difficult internal debates. With a
powerful tool which can be used repetitively to aid the decision making process, it is
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important to regularly verify if the clients expectations are being met. An open and
proactive communication is always the best way to ensure the success of the project.
John Maleyeff and Darken E. Krayenvenger presented a comprehensive approach
to quality goal setting that is consistent with Motorola's six-sigma metric development.
In particular, the process mean shifts are determined and incorporated into the goal
setting process. The Methodology includes basic probability theory, statistical control
charts, and capability indices. As a result of applying the methods, quality goals are
customized based on the number of opportunities for defect, the target end-product
quality level, and the mean shift shown to exist for the processes involved in the
product's manufacture. The methods described overcome the mistakes implicit in blindly
conforming to the standard six sigma goal of 3.4 defects per million. The goal setting
process is a step by step analysis in which first the fraction of the defect-free final product
is determined and then the Opportunities For Defect (OFD) is found. The average defect
rate is also determined which already has an equation with a variable of defect-free units.
Then the sigma unit distance from process mean is determined by the NORMSINV
function in Excel and then the sigma unit distance from nominal is found by the mean
shift analysis. The Process capability and the process capability index are also determined
for the analysis and finally the mean shift analysis is done. The sigma level is determined
by the Cps value which is obtained by drawing the X bar S chart after mean shift and the
value corresponding to it gives the sigma level. Thus the formulation is meaningful
because it takes into consideration the opportunity for defect as a count. The authors
concluded that the approach that results in a customized goal base is recommended. The
paper presented the comprehensive analysis which sets goals for each individual process
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based on the product's complexity, the anticipated process mean shift, and the quality
goal for the completed product.
R.S. Buell, SAP. Tumipseed, Chevron Texaco (2003) summarized the experience
and the results of improving business performance using Lean Six Sigma in an upstream
oil and gas operation. The role ISO quality systems can play in supporting Lean and Six
sigma is explained and demonstrated with examples. For various operations in the
oilfield, Lean Six Sigma was employed and results were obtained. A brief history of the
Lean six sigma, and ISO quality systems was also presented together with the tools of the
Lean six sigma methodologies. For every oilfield operations, the Lean Six Sigma analysis
was done and analyzed. The authors concluded that the Lean Six Sigma adapted from
other industries and ISO system concepts can be synergistically combined to improve
business results in oilfield operations. Also they concluded that the systematic application
of Lean Six Sigma provides a disciplined structure for gaining process knowledge and
delivering business results safer, better, and with lower cost.
Anthony R. Benedetto adapted a Manufacturing-based Six Sigma methodology to
the service environment of a Radiology film library. A radiology film library performs
service activities almost exclusively and the author hypothesized that manufacturing-
based six sigma methods might need significant modifications for the project. The most
important findings were that Six Sigma dramatically improved service activities,
personnel with limited education were to be given coaching, valid quantitative data
would be difficult to gather, and change management must be an integral component to
achieve and sustain dramatic changes. The author then shifts the focus on the basics of
the film library and also on the six sigma and reengineering concepts and then talks about
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the difficulties that were encountered like the information systems, the manual data
collection, tracking film librarian error etc. The author also developed a model showing
the plan of action for the radio film library. Then a solution was developed for the
process using the various techniques and methodologies. The author concluded that Six
Sigma can be an effective tool for making dramatic improvements in a service activity.
The data-related challenges cannot be understated, nor can the "people" challenges. If an
institution is willing to make the necessary commitments, Six Sigma works.
CHAPTER 3
ANALYSIS OF DEFECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
The calculation of opportunities in the defect per million opportunities formulation had a
slight mismatch because of the inconsistency in the analysis. As discussed in chapter 1,
this weakness was overcome with the point rating scale between 0-1 with 1 being severe
and those tending to 0 being inconsequential. This chapter deals with the analysis of the
consistency of the scale and the efficiency of the process.
The characterization of the opportunities provides a better understanding of the
gravity of the defect for any product or process. This also paves way for a better analysis
of the sigma rating rather than going through the calculation using the formulation given
in the classical six sigma process. The defect rating for each factors, and how they are
efficient in the final analysis and sigma rating becomes the major question of importance.
This chapter deals with the analysis of those factors which are the forerunner for the
defect analysis and are the basis on which the sigma rating are to be decided.
3.1 Example of a Classical Six Sigma Calculation
The classical Six Sigma identifies opportunities in the product and each opportunity is
taken as one opportunity count. But in the rationalized approach, each defect opportunity
is divided into five factors and the factors are scaled appropriately. The scaled factors are
then summed up to attain the final scale for the opportunity. This concept is illustrated in
Figure 3.1 showing the classical approach and Figure 3.2 showing the rationalized
approach. The basic idea is to sum all the opportunities at various levels to get a "scaled"
opportunity.
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Figure 3.1.2 Rationalized Six Sigma approach.
Let us consider a classical example for the Six Sigma calculation. Suppose 400
defects are identified while producing 8000 controllers and the manufacture of one
controller allows for 2215 defect opportunities, then with the classical Six Sigma
approach will have the following calculation.
Defect Per Unit (D.P.U) = 400 / 8000 = 0.05
Defect Per Million Opportunity (DEMOB) = (0.05 / 2215) * 1000000 = 22.5
The Sigma Level corresponding to 22.5 DEMOB is 5.58 and is shown in figure 3.3
3.2 Defect, Opportunity and Defects Per Million Opportunities
Defect is defined as the failure to meet the conformance level. Α simple example could
be the dimension analysis of any product that is being manufactured in any industry.
Suppose a particular dimension is 29.5 mm +1- 0.5 mm, then any product falling beyond
the tolerance level is considered a defective component. Α defective component can have
one or more defects. Defects can be anything like errors, omissions, the need for
reworking, or scrapping a product as described by the Juran Institute's Six Sigma
Breakthrough and Beyond. Hence the defects can mar the productivity of the process.
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Defect is an integral part in six sigma methodology because reduction of defects to 3.4
per million opportunities is the goal of Six Sigma.
Suppose there are "n" units for production and "p" are the defects which are
defined characteristically, then opportunity is defined as the number of possible ways the
product can fail for each characterization. Typical example, as described by
Forrest.W.Breyfogle III, is the soldering of components onto circuit boards. For this case..
the total number of opportunities for failure could be the number of components plus the
number of solder joints. Sometimes insertion is also included as an opportunity for
failure. Hence, whatever be the case, the opportunity for the process could be the number
of components or units that are produced plus the possibility of failures that the product
can undergo during various stages of the process completion.
Defect per unit is merely defined as the simple ratio of the number of defects to
the total population (total Number of units) for a process. Defect Per Million
Opportunities or DEMOB is a common measurement index in six sigma which takes into
account the entire opportunities and the defects involved and thereby has a final  level
called the sigma level which explains the nature of the process whether it is six sigma or
not. DEMOB is the average number of defects per unit observed during an average
production run divided by the number of opportunities to make a defect on the product
under study during that run normalized to one million. As explained previously, the
DEMOB is the area of interest and so is the number of opportunities in the calculation.
Given the above, the question arises of how to unite them into a meaningful
formulation. The characterizations for the formulation are divided into five factors and
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are the basis for the formulation. Before going deep into the characterization, the need for
characterization has to be discussed.
3.3 Defects Per Million Opportunities
Defects per million opportunities (DPMO) is the average number of defects per unit
observed during an average production run divided by the number of opportunities to
make a defect on the product under study during that run normalized to one million
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calculation. The six sigma scale is based on the DEMOB and hence it becomes very
important to make sure that the formulation becomes clear. Let us analyze an example
and continue the discussion as to why the formulation is not clear.
Suppose there is a process which involves the assembling of computer parts.
Basically there can be "n" number of defect and each defect is an opportunity. So the
number of defect possibilities becomes the number of opportunities. To achieve Six
Sigma, the DEMO should decrease. For the DEMO to decrease, the number of
opportunities should increase. Many companies have a fool proof method of increasing
the number of opportunities and thereby calculate the DPMO and say that they are Six
Sigma. Apparently that is not the case. Say if the company assembling the computer parts
needs to achieve Six Sigma then they must obtain less than 3.4 defects per million
opportunities. In doing so they can increase the number of opportunities in order to get
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the magic number of 3.4 defects per million opportunities. But how are the opportunities
accounted for? How do they decide it? Hence this formulation sounds unclear though it
had been helpful in achieving Six Sigma.
In order to avoid this discrepancy, it is better to throw light on the Number Of
Opportunities which forms the basis for Sigma scale in the formulation. In doing the
formulation, it is first necessary to characterize the opportunity into various factors. Then
each factor has to be given a rating and all are combined at the end to a final scale
ranging from 0 to 1 with 1 being severe and those tending to 0 being inconsequential.
How do we get to that 0-1 rating?
3.4 Characterization of the Defects
Basically each defect arises because of some faulty mechanisms and errors. Hence it
becomes evident that the defect should be characterized in types so that they can be
grouped. The DEMO can then be grouped in a hereto chart based on the calculations and
the defects can be compared. The best feature of characterizing them is to find out where
the defect is centered. Let us assume that there are 4 types of defects A, B, C, D. The
DEMO is calculated for each of the defect type by the general formulation and then the
hereto chart is prepared based on this characterization of defect types as shown in Figure
3.4. Here the defect type D looks more disturbing with DEMO figure of around 16000.
Hence the type D defect is located and then the necessary correction is done to achieve
sigma level for the defect.
Based on the characterization, it becomes easy to analyze what actually the defect
is and what can be done to reduce the complexity of the defect. This is an important step
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in the defect analysis for the fact that the sigma rating becomes meaningful if they can be
interpreted as a defect correction method.
3.5 Characterization of Factors for Opportunity Analysis
Based on the above discussion, the characterization is done by considering the defect
opportunities to be factors and analysis is done. In this factor analysis, three factors are
taken from the Failure Lode and Effects Analysis (FLEA) and two other interdependent
factors are scaled appropriately to achieve the final formula scale.
3.5.1 Defect Severity
Defect Severity is the extent to which the design of the product can go wrong. It is the
impact of failure on the defect and how far it will be hazardous. It is also the measure of
consequences of the failure that has happened. In short, Defect Severity is a rating
corresponding to the seriousness of an effect of a potential failure mode.
Example:
Considering the example of the automotive airbag, we have various potential modes of
failure. The most severe case is when the airbag doesn't open when group or crash of the
automobile occurs and cause the person may be injured or die. So the severity is more
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pronounced in the failure mode analysis and it can be understood by a point scale ranging
from 1-10 which shows the severity rating for any analysis. The evaluation criteria are
given in the Table 3.5.1.
3.5.2 Occurrence Frequency
Occurrence Frequency is the rating corresponding to the rate at which a first level cause
and its resultant failure mode will occur over the design life of the system, over the
design life of the product, or before any additional process controls are applied.
Occurrence is the likelihood that the failure occurs. Occurrence frequency analyzes the
causes that are possible for the failure to happen.
Example:
Considering the example of the automotive airbag, we have various causes that can
produce the failure. For instance, if the sensor in the automobile does not function then
the entire system will collapse. The automobile without the functionality of the sensor for
the airbag will cause extensive damage and thereby prove to be hazardous. Hence this
factor is of more interest in the failure analysis and this also has a point scale from 1 to 10
which shows the occurrence rating for any analysis. The evaluation criteria are given in
the Table 3.5.2.
3.5.3 Detection Ease
Detection ease is a rating corresponding to the likelihood that the detection methods or
current controls will detect the potential failure mode before the product is released for
production, or before it leaves the production facility. Detection is also the likelihood of
missing a defect.
Table 3.5.1 Defect Severity Evaluation Rating.
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Example:
Considering the example of the automotive airbag, if the system malfunctioning is not
reported to the quality inspection teams then the detection possibility will become
haphazard. Hence the flow of information from one area to the other must be planned so
that the other members in the chain get to know the possible causes and effects of failure
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so as to make detection better. Detection also has a point scale from 1 to 10 which shows
the detection analysis. The evaluation criteria are given in Table 3.5.3.
Table 3.5.2 Occurrence Frequency Evaluation Rating.
3.5.4 Correction Time Factor
Correction Time factor is the rating corresponding with the time it takes to fix a defect.
How fast can the defect be fixed is the major concem in the defect analysis.
Example:
Suppose the defect is such that it will reduce the quality of the product. The first thing
that has to be analyzed while considering this factor is how long it will take to fix the
defect.
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If the time required to fix the defect is 10 minutes when the operating time for the
product is, say 15 minutes (say) then there is no point in performing the operation of
rework because in that time 2/3 τd of another product can be completed. Hence the time
factor rating is also a critical factor.
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The rating for the time factor must have a defined formulation. The scale must be
chosen so that it makes sense. Let us formulate a Time ratio for the process so that we
can scale it according to the range within which the ratio falls.
The following calculations illustrate how values for this factor were determined.
Trial 1:
Time required to correct the defect = 10 min 	 .
Total Time to manufacture the product = 15 min
Time Ratio = (10/l 5)* 100 = 66.66.
Trial Z:
Time required to correct the defect = 0.5 min
Total Time to manufacture the product = 15 min
Time Ratio = (0.5/15)* 100 = 3.33
Suppose that the time required to correct a defect is very near the time that is
needed to manufacture the product. Then, the time ratio is very high and hence the rating
for it will also be fixed at 10. If the time to correct the defect is much smaller than the
time it takes the make the product, the time ratio will be small and the scaling for it will
be 1. According to the trials that were made, let us make a tabulation which shows the
range of the Time ratio and their corresponding rating. The time ratio and the ratings are
shown in Table 3.5.4.
Table 3.5.4 Time Ratio and Corresponding Rating.
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Based on the above tabulation let us form an explanation for the rating from 1-10. The
values for the time factor are shown in Table 3.5.5.
3.5.5 Cost Impact Factor
Cost factor is the rating corresponding to the cost of fixing the defect.
Example:
Suppose the defect is such that it will reduce the quality of the product. The first thing
that has to be analyzed while considering this factor is how much it will cost to fix it. If
the cost required to fix the defect is $10 when the production cost for the product is $20,
then there is no point in performing the operation of rework because the rework cost is /2
of the cost to make another product. Hence, the cost factor rating is also a critical factor.
Table 3.5.5 Correction Time Evaluation Rating.
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The rating for the cost factor must have a defined formulation. The scale must be
chosen so that it makes sense. Let us formulate a cost ratio for the process so that we can
scale it according to the range within which the ratio falls.
The following calculations illustrate how values for this factor were determined.
Trial 1:
Cost required to correct the defect = $10
Total Cost to manufacture the product = $15
Cost Ratio = (10/15)*100 = 66.66
Trial 2:
Cost required to correct the defect = $0.50
Total Cost to manufacture the product = $15
Cost Ratio = (0.5/15)* 100 = 3.33
Suppose that the cost required correcting a defect is very near the cost that is
needed to manufacture it. Then, the cost ratio is very high and hence the rating for it will
be fixed at 10. If the cost to correct the defect is very small then the cost ratio will also be
small and hence the scaling for it will be 1. According to the trials that were made let us
make a tabulation which shows the range of the Cost ratios and their corresponding
rating. The values of the cost ratio are shown in Table 3.5.6.
Here for the sake of Excel convenience in the later part, the ratios have been
represented by one number. Basically 0.05 means that the range is 0-0.05 and so on.
Table 3.5.6 Cost Ratio and Corresponding Rating.
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Based on the above tabulation let us form an explanation for the rating from 1-10. The
values for the cost factor are shown in Table 3.5.7.
The three factors from FMEA have been scaled from the original data from Six
Sigma while the scaling for the two other factors namely the cost factor and the time
factor have been scaled appropriately. The scaling is also checked by a trial and error
(permutation) method and on the basis of this, they have been scaled from 1 to 10. Now.
all these five factors have to be grouped together and a final formula scale ranging
between 0 and 1 is to be achieved. Using the final scale, the formulation for the BELO is
modified and the final sigma level is obtained.
Table 3.5.7 Cost Impact Evaluation Rating.
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CHAPTER 4
METHODOLOGY FOR THE DEFECT OPPORTUNITIES ANALYSIS
The Befect Per Million Opportunities (DDPMO) calculation has been restructured by
introducing new factors which account for the number of defect opportunities while
manufacturing of the product. These factors have been scaled appropriately based on
their importance to the contribution of the defect. Now based on this scale, the
methodology has been adopted using a spreadsheet so as to convert them into a 0-1 scale.
There are various trials that have been employed for the methodology and each one is
different from the other in order to sort out the best result. Though all the methods are
equally scaled, the best can be chosen and used depending on the nature of the defect.
The trials are useful because they not only employ and follow the nature of FLEA
analysis but also take care of all the possibilities that can be accounted for while
considering a defect. Though some of the factors have been adopted from FMEA, they
have been used here for the opportunities analysis for any product that is being
manufactured so that calculation becomes meaningful. By using this scale of 0-1, the
product which tums out to be defective can be analyzed for all possible extremities and
finally given a rating which describes whether the final product is worth reworking or
rejecting. Based on the final scale, the DPMO and sigma level are also determined.
Six Sigma is about the quality performance of the process and by defining it, the
motto of a process is to attain less than 3.4 defects per million opportunities. Keeping this
definition in mind, whenever a product is manufactured, it is analyzed keeping all the
factors in mind to find an opportunity for defect. Once a rating has been given for all the
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factors, the final formula scale is in the 0 to 1 range and those falling closer to 1 are
rejected while those falling closer to 0 are reworked if necessary or accepted as a defect
free product.
4.1 Formulation of the Defect Opportunities
Defect opportunities can occur anytime for any product in a process. There is a
possibility that some of the defects might go unnoticed. They have to be taken into
account for finding the sigma level of the process. There are three trials that have been
performed and the flow diagrams for the trials are shown in figures.
The first is based on characterizing into factors. Α 0-1 scale is made by assigning
20% for each factor (as 80% of process defects arise from 20% of the process issues),
with 1 being severe and those tending to 0 being inconsequential. This is taken as trial 1
and the flow diagram depicting the trial is shown in Figure 4.1
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The Factors are now grouped together in another form. The FLEA analysis is
used here. The initial three factors as shown in Figure 4.2 are multiplied to get the Risk
Eriority Number and their corresponding scale is multiplied with the Cost /time factor
and finally divided by 100 to get a scale of 0-1 with 1 being severe and 0 being better.
Figure 4.1.2 Flow Biagram for Trial 2.
The Factors are now grouped together in another form. The initial three factors as
shown in the Figure 4.3 are multiplied to get the Priority Number and their corresponding
scale is multiplied with the Cost impact — correction time factor and finally divided by
100 to get a scale of 0-1 with 1 being severe and 0 being better.
To make the method more flexible, Excel Macros are to be used which will make
the spreadsheet usage still flexible and also the sigma rating can be obtained with relative
ease. Before going into the macros part of Excel, the methodology is first employed with
the common spreadsheet method wherein there are many columns for each factors before
they are converted into a final formula scale ranging between 0 and 1.
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Figure 4.1.3 Flow Biagram for Trial 3.
The trials for the sigma ratings are explained and the final outcome 0-1 is
obtained in each case and there are graphs for some trials which show the behavior of the
factors when used separately. Thus the trials are made flexible with the analysis of all the
factors and the option is left to the user to determine which one is best for the process.
The final sigma level discussions are done using the macros in Excel.
4.2 Methodology for the Sigma Ratings
There are basically three trials that are involved in the methodology. The first trial is the
normal trial where all the factors are grouped together to obtain the scale. The second and
third trials involve the risk priority number, again a concept of FLEA to get the final
formula scale. Now the trials and the spreadsheet screenshots are shown below along
with the graphs for the second and third trial.
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4.2.1 Trial 1
Given the scale of the five factors the sigma scale can be found. For this, we have a Six
Sigma methodology namely the Preto Analysis or the 80/20 rule. According to this,
"80% of process defects arise from 20% of the process issues". Going by this analysis,
the process issues here in discussion are the five factors. So let us assign 20% for all the
five factors and then multiply the ratings with the 20% for all the factors. Finally add all
the ratings with the 20% and divide it with 10. We get a scale between 0-1 with 1 being
sever and those tending to 0 being inconsequential. Figure 4.2.1 shows the various values
that have been used as input and those linked using lookup.
The Excel spreadsheet for the sigma rating trial 1 is shown in Figure 4.2.2
wherein the values for the occurrence and cost is linked using the lookup function in
Excel and thereby when the ratio is typed it directly gives the ranking. When a value far
all the five factors has been entered, the final value is shown up automatically.
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Figure 4.2.2 Screenshot of Trial 1 with the final formula scale.
4.2.2 Trial 2 .
Now let us extend the rating determination in a different way, by finding the Risk Priority .
Number (R.P.N), which is obtained by multiplying the Befect Severity, Occurrence
Frequency and Betection Ease. This is obtained by the Failure Lode and Effects Analysis
(FMEA), a sub-methodology of Six Sigma. In this method instead of taking the cost and
time as two separate entities, they are grouped into one single factor. The correction time
and cost impact factors are grouped into one separate entity and they are considered
interdependent. After finding the R.P.N, find the factor for the R.P.N number and
multiply that number with the Cost/time factor (single entity and so a single number) and
then the final value is divided by 100 to get a rating between 0 and 1. The values that are
inputs for this scale is shown in Figure 4.2.3.
The Excel spreadsheet for the sigma rating trial 2 is shown in Figure 4.2.4
wherein the values for the occurrence frequency and cost impact etc. are linked using the
lookup function in Excel and thereby when the ratio is typed, it directly gives the ranking.
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Similarly for the R.P.N, the corresponding six sigma factor can be determined from the
product of the three factors. The six sigma factor for the R.P.N numbers are shown in
Figure 4.2.3. From there, the final value is formulated in Excel which gives a rating
between 0 and 1.
Figure 4.2.4 Screenshot of Trial 2 with the final formula scale.
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A graph is drawn with the Defect number on the x-axis and the final 0-1 sigma rating
along the y-axis. Here the Normal maximum scale of 1 is being compared with the final
sigma scale using the trial. This is done to understand how far the process needs attention
and the depth of defect on the product. The graph is shown in figure 4.2.5.
Figure 4.2.5 Graph for Trial 2 showing sigma scales.
4.2.3 Trial 3
Now let us extend the rating determination in a different way using the Priority Number
(P.N) determined by multiplying the Severity, Cost impact — correction time factor and
Detection. In this method again instead of taking the cost and time as two separate
entities, let us group them into one single factor. The time and cost are directly
proportional in this case and hence we can group them into one separate entity and they
are interdependent. After finding the P.M, find the factor for the P.M number and multiply
that number with the Occurrence rating. Then the final value is divided by 100 to get a
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rating between Ο and 1. The screenshot of the spreadsheet for trial 3 is shown in figure
4.2.7. The values used for input is shown in figure 4.2.6.
The Excel spreadsheet for the sigma rating trial 3 is shown above wherein the
values for the occurrence and cost etc. are linked using the lookup function in Excel and
thereby when the ratio is typed, it directly gives the ranking. Similarly for the P.M when
the number is found, the corresponding sigma factor is also known. From there the final
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value is formulated in Excel which gives a rating between 0 and 1. In this case, the P.M is
similar to the R.P.N rating. Basically the range of risk involved with both numbers is the
same except that in the previous trial it was named risk priority number and here as
priority number. Though Trials 2 and 3 are similar, they have a major difference in the
graph comparison with the normal maximum scale. The graph for the Trial 3 is shown in
Figure 4.2.8.
r figure 4.L.ó iirapn for Trial 3 snowingix sigma scales.
The first wall in figure 4.2.8 shows that the sigma scale reaches land is equivalent
with the normal maximum scale. The graphs for Trials 2 and 3 were made to show the
intensity of the product defects. Α close look at the graph reveals that, for the same set of
values for all the factors, the final six sigma scale changes in both Trials. The first wall in
Trial 3 reaches the maximum scale which shows that all the defect opportunities are
considered. Hence Trial 3 is better than Trial 2.
CHAPTER 5
NEW FORMULATION FOR THE DEFECTS PER MILLION OPPORTUNITIES
The formulation for the DDPMO as discussed in the previous chapters was modified to
account properly for the number of opportunities and make the analysis more meaningful.
The characterizations were scaled according to the intensity of the defect and a formula
scale was developed based on the scaling. The scaling had taken into account the Preto
analysis according to which 80% of the process defects were caused by 20% of the
factors which contribute to the defects. Hence those factors were categorized and
accordingly scaled and finally a formula scale was developed.
Mow, after forming the formula scale, the next question is to find the justification for the
formula scale. The formula scale has to be implemented in the formulation for DDPMO to
bring meaning to the analysis. Here we introduce two decision variables a and β where a
+ β = 1. These variables are basically employed to bring meaning to the analysis when
modifying the denominator in the DDPMO calculation. Mow with these two decision
variables, we develop the formulation for the defects per million opportunities.




a = Decision Variable, and equal to formula scale.
β = Becision Variable, and equal to the formula scale subtracted from 1.
Bl = Total Number of Opportunities for the product.
D2 = Total Mumber of Scaled Opportunities for the product.
5.2 Justification of the Decision Variables a and β
In the normal existing formulation, the number of opportunities is assumed to be one
opportunity per component purchased or per product delivered. Hence by means of
various combinations, the final number of opportunities is arrived at one whole number.
Now with the new formulation, the number of opportunities is assumed to be reduced
considerably because the characterizations developed for each process step reduces the
number of opportunities. Here again, the assumption might lead to some minor errors in
the formulation. To avoid this problem, the two decision variables are introduced which
make the denominator reach a subtle value, which justifies the number of opportunities in
the DPMO calculation.
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5.3 Example for the Justification
Let us take an example which would justify the formulation to some extent. Let us make
the analysis using both formulations and then compare the difference.
The assumed data for the analysis are as follows:
Total number of products manufactured = 5000
Total number of defects in the lot = 175
Mumber of Opportunities in the existing formulation = 1300
Mumber of Opportunities in the improved (scaled) formulation = 1100
The final formula scale is obtained by finding the average of the formula scale for
all the opportunities.
Let us assume that the final formula scale is 0.772
Let us take a = Formula Scale = 0.772
The calculation part for the existing and improved analysis is shown below:
Existing Analysis:
DPMO for existing analysis = ((175/5000) / 1300) * 1000000
= 26.92
Improved Analysis:
DEMO for improved analysis = ((175/5000) / (0.772 *1300 + 0.228 * 1100)) * 1000000
27.01
5.4 Sigma Level for the Analysis
The final sigma scale corresponding to the DEMOB figure in the above example is 5.54
using the existing formulation and 5.53 using the improved formulation.
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The sigma level using the improved formulation has come down a little from the
original formulation. Though the change is not drastic, the improved formulation
provides a more streamlined method for achieving the sigma level for one opportunity
than to the original formulation. The VBA editor and macros are used in spreadsheets for
the trials that were developed in the previous chapters. The new formulation is also
employed in the spreadsheet calculation and the final sigma level for the number of
opportunities is also determined.
5.5 Spreadsheet Calculations
The VBA editor and Excel macros have been employed for developing the analysis so
that the values can be entered easily. The spreadsheet calculations are done with the three
trials explained earlier and the final sigma level for the process is determined using the
new formulation of Defects Per Million Opportunities. The screenshot of the analysis
using various trials and the forms that were developed for the analysis are shown one
after another for the three trials. The trials are formed on the basis of example in Section
5.3 of this chapter.
Figure 5.5.1 shows the spreadsheet screenshot of Trial 1 with the macros on the
top of each factor. The macros are equivalent to the forms in the classical visual basic
software where the input can be given. The command buttons are used for calculation and
also for the output determination on the spreadsheet. The option buttons are used to select
the equivalent scale depending on the nature of the part under analysis. The macros forms
are also presented which are helpful for the spreadsheet calculation.
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Figure 5.5.1 Screenshot of the spreadsheet for trial 1 with the macros on the top.
The Defect Severity form used here is shown in Figure 5.5.2. The Defect severity
form has various option buttons with the various definitions of the scale as presented in
Tables of chapter 3. The user can choose the options and enter the values.
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The forms for the three factors have three buttons namely formula scale 1, 2 and 3
for the three trials. The Detection Ease form is shown in Figure 5.5.4 and it has similar
features as the other two factors. The cost/time ratio calculation form is shown in Figure
^5^
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The Correction Time form is shown in Figure 5.5.6 which has same features like other
factors. The Cost Impact form is shown in Figure 5.5.7.
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For Trials 2 and 3, the cost and time factors are grouped and the grouping form for the
Trials is shown in Figure 5.5.8.
Risk priority numbers are used for Trials 2 and 3 and the form is shown in Figure
5.5.9. Although Trial 3 uses priority number, the format of the form is the same as in the
risk priority number form. The spreadsheet screenshot of trial 2 is shown in Figure 5.5.10
and it has the same numbers and assumptions. Similarly the spreadsheet screenshot of
Trial 3 is shown in Figure 5.5.11. The screenshot show the format of the trials that have
been implemented in the analysis section of the preceding chapters. The macros have
been implemented to enhance the efficiency of the process. The sigma levels for the three
trials are also presented in the discussion using the common assumptions.
Figure 5.5.10 Screenshot of the spreadsheet for trial 2.
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The DEMOB column in the screenshots of all trials involves the implementation of
the new formulation. The final sigma levels for the trials are calculated using the various
assumptions presented in the Section 5.3 of this Chapter. The sigma level for the trials is
compared with the original formulation of DEMO. The sigma level for Trial 1 is shown
in Figure 5.5.12.
Figure 5.5.12 Sigma Level for Trial 1.




The case study used for the analysis of the formulation is the manufacturing of printed
circuit boards. Erinted circuit boards have various parts, and the most important defect
producing parts are listed and the opportunities for the parts to be defective are analyzed.
The five major parts that define a printed circuit board are (i) Board (ii) Resistor (iii)
Capacitor (iv) Diode (v) Solder Joint.
The number of defect opportunities for each part is assumed to be as shown in
Table 5.6.1.
The number of opportunities is 58 and now the same analysis is now done for
each opportunity. The decision variables are also calculated and shown in the study. In
addition to the two decision variables α and β, a new decision variable called y is also
introduced which is "the opportunity inflation factor". The opportunity inflation factor is
calculated using a formula.
The formula for finding the Opportunity inflation factor is shown below,
The final scale for the various opportunities (parts) is calculated using the macro forms
developed for each trial. Every trial has a single form which has all the data needed for
input and by giving the necessary inputs; the output is obtained in the spreadsheet. The
input farm fnr Trial 1 is chnwn in Ρiςnirλ 5 ί 1
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The input form for Trial 1 has the factors severity, occurrence and detection
together with the cost ratio calculation input. The command button ratio gives the cost
ratios and ratings directly. The final scale is also obtained.
The input from for Trial 2 also has the factors severity, occurrence and detection
but it also has the risk priority number and the rating. The command button RAN gives
the values when the button is hit and then on giving the input for the time and total time
for manufacturing, the cost/time ratio is obtained. The input form for Trial 3 is shown in
Figure 5.6.3.
The input from for Trial 3 also has the factors severity and detection and the
priority number and the rating. The command button RAIN gives the values when the
button is hit and then on giving the input for the time and total time for manufacturing,
the cost/time ratio is obtained. Unlike Trial 2, Trial 3 has ratio command button first
followed by the priority number command button. Finally, the final formula scale is
obtained for each opportunity. The values for the three trials are shown in Appendix A.
When the process is done for 58 opportunities, the final formula scale for all
opportunities is added to produce the "scaled opportunities". Once the scaled
opportunities are obtained, the opportunity inflation factor can be determined. Then the
decision variables a and β are also determined. Then using the new formulation, the
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DEMOB is determined and from the DEMOB, the sigma level is determined using the sigma
scale. The sigma scale is added for the 58 opportunities giving the final sigma level for
printed circuit board manufacturing. The number of products manufactured and the
defects are assumed.
Graphs are drawn between the Decision variable a and the sigma level for each
opportunity. As the decision variable a decreases, the sigma level also decreases except at
some points where it shoots up. This is because of the opportunity inflation factor. Hence
as the scaled opportunity increases, the inflation factor decreases. The behavior of the
graphs for various trials is shown. The behavior of the graphs for the three trials has the
same assumption values as follows:
The graph for Trial 1 with 58 opportunities and 40.52 scaled opportunities is shown in
Figure 5.6.4
Figure 5.6.4 Graph for Trial 1.
The graph for Trial 2 with 14.52 final scaled opportunities is shown in Figure 5.6.5
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Figure 5.6.6 Graph for Trial 3.
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For the same set of values, the final sigma level changes considerably in the
Trials. The Alpha (a) decision variable (formula scale) for Trial 1 shows a decrease
consistently for various values of the factors. It also shows a decrease when the sigma
level decreases. The a values for Trials 2 and 3 keeps decreasing for smaller sigma levels.
According to the formulation, as a decreases, the DEMOB increases and hence the
corresponding sigma level decreases. Hence the graphs for the Trials also show the
similar behavior. The opportunity inflation factor γ is also calculated for all Trials. As γ
increases, the total number of scaled opportunities decreases and hence the sigma level
can experience erratic behavior. This is illustrated as follows:
Let Ν be the total number of opportunities and M be the total number of scaled
opportunities. According to the definition of y,
As γ increases, M decreases. As M decreases, DEMO increases and the
corresponding sigma level decreases. Hence for a better sigma level, the total number of
scaled opportunities must be greater. From the analysis, the number of scaled
opportunities for Trial 1 was 40.52 which had a better sigma rating than the other Trials.
CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
6.1 Conclusion
The rationalized formulation of the defect per million opportunities provides a definitive
approach for sigma calculation. The multi-factor scheme developed using MS Excel
provides an insight into the defects that are unaccounted and thereby resulting in a
meaningful formulation. Every opportunity is considered and the factors corresponding to
the opportunities are scaled properly to arrive at the scaled opportunity, which is later
utilized to find the final sigma level and also the behavior of the product at the sigma
levels. The results were plotted on a graph to see the effect of the opportunity inflation
factor. The three trials employed the same set of input values for the factors and the final
output graphs were compared to choose the best trials. The behavior of the graphs at
various levels of defects can be analyzed using the macros of the MS Excel sheet.
The formulation can be extended to various levels of opportunities and also the
behavior can be analyzed by the graphs between the variables and the sigma level. The
sudden peak in the sigma level is due to the assumed numbers used in the spreadsheet.
The best possible method is to characterize the components with highly pronounced
defects initially followed by less pronounced defects so as to get a steeping curve
touching the lower level of sigma. Sudden lower peaks experienced in this order might be
because of the factors and hence those products can be discarded or reworked depending
upon the cost constraints. Finally, too many lower peaks show that the product is
suffering from a major problem and so the quality constraints must be made better with
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lesser tolerances so that the product's quality remains in control. Thus the multi-factor
method helps in evaluating the defect opportunities by modifying the classical Six Sigma
formulation.
6.2 Scope for Future Research
The scope of this thesis was limited to five factors that were formed for the multi-factor
scheme using MS Excel. The number of factors that have been employed can be
increased and the factors must characterize the product in some aspect. The factors that
are added can be scaled again and then can be grouped together to make the process
tighter and in control. The trial values can be implemented and checked for some real
value (data) and the final sigma level using the classical Six Sigma and the Rationalized
formulated Six Sigma can be verified. There might be subtle differences between the two
formulations but the differences would not be very large. The scope of the thesis allows
the transformation of the formulation but the sigma level is transformed a little because
the initial assumption was that the formulation skews and distorts depending on the
defect rate. The only difference between the classical and the formulated approach is that
the latter employs a well-defined multi-factor scheme for evaluating the defect
opportunities while the former employs an assumption to reach the conclusion.
Immediate future research can employ real data and validate the formulation and
analyze the behavior of the product subjected to various factor analysis. The final defect
analysis and sigma level can also be cross-checked so as to ensure the consistency of the
formulation.
APPENDIX A
RELATION BETWEEN SIGMA LEVEL AND DEMO
This table is taken from References (American Society for Quality, January 2002, Sigma
Limits and Defects per million opportunities).
(http://www.asq.org/pub/qualityprogress/past/O  Ι 02/27sidebarθ Ι 02.htmΙ)
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